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It took so long to figure out what's wrong but now I
know
Yeah the moment has arrived I can belong, yeah now I
know
What it means to see the world in color, ideal
And I hope it's real, I wouldn't know how to deal with
this

Whispering the things that I long for, every day again
just to ensure
I will feel exactly the same whenever I will wake again
Try to stay on top of the core, Stan Getz is watching
over my shoulder
Making sure I won't forget the girl from Ipanema kept

A safe distance, so persistent, far away subconscious

Whispering the things that I long for, every day again
just to ensure
I will feel exactly the same whenever I will wake again
Try to stay on top of the core, Stan Getz is watching
over my shoulder
Making sure I won't forget the girl from Ipanema kept

A safe distance, so persistent, far away subconscious
Whispering the things that she longed for, every day
again just to ensure
She would feel exactly the same whenever she would
wake again
Try to stay on top of the core, Stan Getz is watching
over my shoulder
Making sure I won't forget the girl from Ipanema kept

A safe distance, so persistent, far away subconscious

And when you must cry make sure that you know why
There's no time to waste so be strong and face

That fears are not the same they were before - No -
Fears are not the same they were before - God No -
"Leave me here alone, don't want to hear it now"
Fears are not the same as they were before
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And when you know why make sure you won't be shy
There's no time to waste so be strong and face

Try to see now you can!
Try to feel like human!
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